This Policy Options document prepared by the Secretariat of the Internet & Jurisdiction Policy Network pre
sents the results of the work of the multistakeholder Content &Jurisdiction Contact Group. This Group was set
up as a result of the first Global Internet and Jurisdiction Conference of the Policy Network, held in Paris on
November 14-16, 2016, and which gathered 200 senior-level participants from 40 countries. The Group held sev
en virtual meetings in 2017 to explore the Areas of Cooperation identified in Paris (see Content & Jurisdiction
Framing Paper[11).
Reflecting preparatory work, this document will serve as input to structure discussions in Workstream II on
Content & Jurisdiction on Day 2 of the second Global Internet and Jurisdiction Conference[21 in Ottawa on
February 26-28, 2018. On this basis, stakeholders are expected to agree there on focus and community
mandates to structure further work in the Internet &Jurisdiction Policy Network.
Feedback on this document can be submitted to the Secretariat until January 26, 2018 via
gijc2018-content@internetjurisdiction.net. It will be shared with the Members of the Contact Group.
AN ONGOING PROCESS TOWARDS OPERATIONAL SOLUTIONS

The second Global Internet and Jurisdiction Conference of the Internet & Jurisdiction Policy Network is orga
nized in partnership with the Government of Canada, and institutionally supported by OECD, UNESCO, Council
of Europe, European Commission, and ICANN. It will be a milestone moment to identify concrete focus and
priorities to develop policy standards and operational solutions to major jurisdictional challenges. This will
define the methodology and roadmap in the lead-up to the third Global Internet and Jurisdiction Conference in
June 2019, which will be organized in partnership with the Government of Germany.

ABOUT THE CONTENT & JURISDICTION CONTACT GROUP

The Contact Group was set up under the Content & Jurisdiction Program of the Internet & Jurisdiction Policy
Network. Parallel Contact Groups have been established in the Data & Jurisdiction and Domains & Jurisdiction
Programs, as well. The Group is composed of Members of different stakeholder constituencies, actively
involved in addressing the jurisdictional challenges related to online content restrictions. This neutral space
allowed participants to map their respective perspectives, compare approaches, foster policy coherence, and
identify possible steps for coordinated actions.

DI Secretariat of the Internet &Jurisdiction Policy Network (2017). Framing Paper of the Content &Jurisdiction Program bt1pw
www.i nternetjurjsdiction.net/ pu blicatjons/paper /content-jurisdjction-program-paper
[21 https://conference.jnternetjurjsdictjon.net
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Content & Jurisdiction Policy Options
This document aims at providing, in a forward-looking approach, guiding elements to structure further discus
sion on possible frameworks regarding transnational content restrictions at the second Global Internet and Ju
risdiction Conference in Ottawa on February 26-28, 2018, and beyond. It documents the key substantive and
procedural dimensions that can help overcome the current divergences regarding the responsibilities of inter
mediaries.

Online services accepting user-generated content have become major economic actors and key in
struments for the exercise of freedom of expression by billions of users around the world, thanks to
frictionless posting and the global availability the internet provides. At the same time, this ease of use
is abused, leading to a proliferation of harmful behaviors, including hate speech, incitement to vio
lence, or harassment that need to be dealt with. The status quo appears unsustainable and questions
are being raised regarding the degree of engagement of intermediaries in response.
Volume represents a major issue. Several hundreds of millions of posts and hundreds of thousands of
hours of videos are uploaded every day on the major platforms. At the same time, numerous individu
al pieces of content are either reported by public authorities as illegal in their country or flagged by
users as objectionable. These requests for content restrictions cover a large spectrum of grounds,
reflect the disparity of national laws and illustrate the sometimes opposing values of a growing and
increasingly diverse user base. In addition, public authorities sometimes flag content using company
reporting mechanisms based on Terms of Service, blurring the line between legal requests and com
pany policies.
On a principle level, any state restriction to freedom of expression needs, inter alia, to be authorized
by clear and predictable law, to meet the criteria of necessity and proportionality, and to be decided
with sufficient due process guarantees. This is however a complex challenge on a transnational basis in
the absence of clearly agreed substantive and procedural frameworks.
More importantly, although still small in proportion to the overall volume of posts, the absolute num
ber of individual restrictions decisions to be made is unprecedented[31. Case-by-case determinations
need to account for context and intent in a way analogous to national courts, but within very limited
response times given viral propagation. This is a challenge for all actors, including intermediaries di
rectly receiving those requests.
Online platforms are also subject to opposing demands: one asking them to thoroughly police the
content posted on their services to guarantee the respect of national laws, and the other objecting to
them making determinations on their own and exercising proactive content monitoring, for fear of
detrimental human rights implications. Moreover, given that the current non-liability regimes were
initially established for "passive" intermediaries, the fear of a potential loss of protection may
disincentivize companies from assuming more responsibilities.

1 For instance, one company recently reported deleting close to 10.000 posts flagged as hate speech per day in 2017 - see: Richard Allan,
'Hard Questions: Hate Speech' (27 June 2017, Facebook Newsroom) https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2017/06/hard-questions-hate-speech/
accessed 30 August 2017.
[3
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2. Detection of abuses
A second set of challenges is related to the mechanisms and tools for identifying potentially illegal or
inappropriate content, and the degree of proactive efforts expected from companies.
Most current non-liability regimes protect intermediaries until they receive notice of allegedly in
fringing material, provided they act expeditiously afterwards. Court decisions may or may not have
been obtained beforehand. In that context, platforms have established various channels for the sub
mission of requests by public authorities and users, including via flagging tools on their sites, and had
to significantly ramp up the human resources dedicated to the screening of such notices. Efforts are
also under way to reach agreements on expected reaction times, taking into account the difficult con
straint of reconciling efficiency and respect for due process.
Beyond notification, the most difficult issue is defining the degree of responsibility that intermediar
ies should have to more proactively "monitor" user-generated content. This raises two important
questions.
The first one is the very appropriateness of moving beyond relying only on notifications. Moving to a
full regime of responsibility and pre-screening akin to the one of publishers remains highly controver
sial and would require significant legislative changes. Yet, intermediaries do have responsibilities in
terms of respect of both national laws and human rights. Any voluntary regime should likely combine
three elements: a clearly defined scope in terms of the type(s) of expression covered and expected
actions, corresponding liability protections for companies implementing it, and adequate protections
for users' human rights. Established practices of impact and risk assessments could be transposed in
this context.
Question: Does the notion of "duty of care" sufficiently encompass these different dimensions to
serve as an overarching approach?

The second question is related to the growing use of algorithms and artificial intelligence for detect
ing inappropriate content. Significant developments are under way in this field, including the use of
hash databases, but the effective performance of these tools should not be overestimated. Analogies
with approaches used for targeted advertising are not relevant: what is at stake here implies nuanced
decisions with important human rights dimensions that can require determination according to de
tailed national laws. The extreme importance of context, possible algorithmic bias, and the impact of
false positives and negatives push, inter alia, for avoiding automatic takedowns and always maintaining
a human decision step.
Question: Would coordinating efforts to clarify the challenges of algorithmic detection of abusive
content and making algorithmic tools more broadly available and transparent be possible options?

3. Decision-making
The capacity to make decisions with some enforceability regarding online content restrictions cur
rently rests with national courts, the intermediaries themselves or a combination of both. However,
the high volume of decisions to be made and uncertainties regarding the conditions for national
courts to exercise personal jurisdiction over foreign intermediaries lead to content restrictions being
frequently made in the first instance by intermediaries. In this context, developing an appropriate es
calation path is essential, both internally and externally.
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In particular, a difficult issue is the question of proper appeal mechanisms. Requests for reconsidera
tion addressed to the company itself represent a natural first mechanism that already exists, but this
cannot be sufficient to ensure full availability of independent redress. Recourse to national courts
against a company decision does not appear an established practice and implies in any case renewed
jurisdictional challenges that can only increase the already high costs and duration of such proce
dures.
Question: Would the creation of shared guidelines for the design and application of appeals

processes and/or specific and independent appeal bodies (as /CANN did when instituting a
permanent Independent Review Panel (/RP} in the context of the /ANA transition) be options to fl/I
this gap?

4. Necessity and proportionality
Necessity and proportionality are key agreed principles applying to content restriction decisions. In
that regard, the question of the geographic scope of such restrictions has become a contentious
issue and another challenge is the grey area of merely controversial content.
Geographic scope
Complex and still evolving jurisdictional criteria determine the competence of national courts upon
individuals and entities on the Internet. Recent years saw a clear evolution towards courts exercising
personal jurisdiction over internet companies located abroad when they provide services in the
country. Companies have gradually accepted to implement local content filtering (through geo-lP
tools, among others} against manifestly locally illegal content, in particular as a result of properly
justified and processed court decisions, but defend their right to ignore or challenge those deemed
below a sufficient standard or not corresponding to a clear violation of their Terms of Service.
Question: Is local filtering (for instance via geo-lP blocking) a proper default option, and how to

determine the corresponding standard?

More recently, a few national courts are reviewing cases where a party solicits a global removal of
content. There are strong objections to extraterritorial application of national laws in speech-related
issues, and courts in different countries can issue contradictory decisions. Some nonetheless argue
that it should be possible to envisage global takedowns if it is necessary to remedy a particularly
strong harm or violation of human rights.
Meanwhile, intermediaries voluntarily decide, on the basis of their own guidelines, upon direct re
quests made by governmental entities or flags submitted by users. Such decisions can indeed result
in a global takedown, even if more limited and proportionate restrictions could potentially be
available. This has incentivized some public actors to invoke community guidelines instead of
their national laws to obtain such global restrictions.
In this context, strictly excluding any extraterritorial impact of national laws while at the same time
implementing global takedowns on the basis of Terms of Service, would be somewhat paradoxical.
Question: Can some strict conditions exist under which global restrictions could, as a matter of

exception, be ordered and implemented?

Even if such conditions could be defined, a corollary question would remain: how to resolve potential
conflicts regarding the geographic scope of content restrictions?
Question: Would specific dispute resolution mechanisms be a possible option to explore?
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Controversial content

Even if each individual determination remains complex, some mechanisms and practices have been
progressively developed {including in cooperation with governments) to handle content that is clearly
illegal or in violation of community guidelines. However, an increasing number of situations concern
content not neatly falling in these clear-cut categories and that can be labelled as "controversial".
Such content is often posted by users cleverly navigating the frontiers of both laws and community
guidelines.
Question: It has been suggested that independent third-party advisory panels could help assess such
grey zone cases before a decision is made. Is this a valid option to explore?

5. Due process
Whatever the applicable norms, the modalities for abusive content detection and the distribution of
decision-making responsibilities, any cooperation framework would require the development of a set
of mechanisms ensuring due process across borders, including: transparency, formats of requests, no
tification of users, and remediation.
Transparency - Deepening, broadening and harmonizing transparency reporting on content re
strictions {including by governments), as well as encouraging adoption of this practice by a wider
range of operators would be clearly beneficial. Yet, caution should be exercised regarding
"transparency for transparency's sake" and the purpose of such exercises should be clearly identified.
In addition, without aiming at a set of fixed categories of abusive content, efforts towards some con
vergence of terminology[7l {including to address the challenge of translations) would also be useful.
Question: How to organize stronger coordination among efforts currently underway in that regard?
Requests components - The core components that properly documented government requests
should contain are generally agreed upon, including: identification of the requester, minimal targeted
item, relevant national law invoked, national procedure followed, precise action requested and justifi
cations of proportionality and emergency {when applicable). Flagging tools for users also have diverse
but similar requirements.
Question: Without necessarily aiming towards uniform and standardized forms, how to further docu
ment these elements to make it useful for all actors?
Notification - Notification of users, preferably before decisions are taken, effective and accessible
ways for their defense to be heard and the production of rationales for decisions are essential proce
dural guarantees. A major challenge however is to reconcile this desire for the highest standards pos
sible with the constraints of dealing with extremely large volumes in very limited time, without creat
ing excessive administrative burden.
Question: Would diversined escalation paths and notincation workf/ows for different types of harm
or conditions of emergency be an option to explore?
Remediation - Beyond the availability of appropriate appeals, mechanisms for the prompt reinstate
ment of content abusively restricted should be clarified. Additional tools, such as interstitial warnings
regarding certain types of sensitive content could also be developed.
Question: How to document or develop best practices regarding optimal technical modalities?
17J Some efforts at standardization of labeling were conducted for the Columbia University's Freedom of Expression
Database, and the Stanford Center for Internet and Society's Intermediary Liability Database.
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